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(57) An optical wireless local, area network accord-

ing to the present invention is an optical wireless toca!

area network for interconnecting a plurality of terminals

having a Hne-of-sight optical communication function. In

the optical wireless local area network, a base station

including a plurality of optical transmitters each having

an angle-diversity light reception function and a direc-

tionality are provided. The intensity of each of the plural-

ity of optical transmitters can be separately modulated.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a space-

division full-duplex local area network for interconnect-

ing information terminals having a directed/line-of-sight

optical communication function for use in an office or

home environment.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] At present, optica! wireless communication,

which uses infrared ray in data transmission between

information terminals in offices or homes, m conformity

with the Infrared Data Association (IrDA) standard is

widespread. In such optical wireless communication, an

optical transmitter-receiver includes a light emitting

diode (LED) having a certain directionality as a transmit-

ter and a photodiode (PD) having an appropriate field of

view as a receiver.

[0003] Two terminals each including such an optical

transmitter-receiver are placed a short distance from

one another, facing each other. The terminals perform

line-of-sight communication by intensity modulation with

direct detection (IM/DD). Such directed/line-of-sight

optical communication is most advantageous to a port-

able terminal which requires low power consumption,

small size, low weight, and low cost, and therefore is

widely used. To date, the communication rate of the

directed/line-of-sight optical communication, is 4 Mbps,
and the transmission range thereof is 1 m. In the future,

directed/line-of-sight optical communication will be
developed to achieve a communication rate of 100

M bps and a transmission range of 5 m, Directed/line-of-

sight optical communication is increasingly widespread

among end users through more and more various appli-

cations handling moving pictures and the like.

[0004] A LAN (local area network) in which commu-
nication is performed by IM/DD using infrared light as a

medium has been vigorously developed throughout the

world.

[0005] Figure 7 shows various forms of infrared

communication, and corresponds to Fig. 1 in Publica-

tion 1 (Joseph M. Kahn et aL, Proceedings of the IEEE,

pp. 265-298, 1997), Figure 7 is divided into upper and
lower rows (line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight

5 respec-

tively) depending on whether or not line-of-sight com-
munication is used. Figure 7 is also divided into

columns (directed, hybrid, and non-directed) depending

on whether a transmitter-receiver has directionality. In

an optical wireless LAN in which a plurality of terminals

are wirelessiy connected to each access point, light

needs to be avoided from being blocked by a barrier or

people walking in a network space, for example. There-

fore, as shown in the tower right corner of Figure 7, light

is diffused and transmitted in a wide field range, and the

light is received by a receiver having a wide field of view.

Communication in the form of a non-directed/non-iine-

of-sight diffuse link is promising. Alternatively, a hybrid

system shown in the middle of Figure 7 is used in which

a transmitter uses a directional beam and a receiver has

5 a wide field of view. These systems have merit in the

construction of flexible LANs, but require high-cost

transmitter-receivers having a high level of power-con-

sumption, or multi-stage transponders. These systems
fmd acceptance in heavily used indoor environments

10 such as offices, hospitals, or schools.

[0006] Such existing LAN systems employ their

own communication forms and communication proto-

cols which are not compatible with the IrDA standards

which are widely used for portable terminals and the

15 tike. Even though IrDA terminal users desire to intercon-

nect a plurality of terminals, their IrDA communication

functions cannot be used. A whole system must be

newly introduced. Recently, Kahn et aL proposed in

Publication 1 that a simultaneous link is achieved using

20 space division multiplexing among a plurality of termi-

nals having a directed/line-of-sight communication form

shown in the upper left corner of Figure 7. In this pro-

posal, data transmission among all of the terminals is

mediated by an angle-diversity receiver and a multi-

25 beam transmitter, which together constitute a so-called

optical wireless hub.

[0007] Figure 8 shows two examples of an angle-

diversity receiver which is a major component of an opti-

cal wireless hub, and corresponds to Fig. 22 of Publica-

30 tion 1 . In either example shown in Figure 8, any angle at

which signal light comes from corresponds to the coor-

dinate of the position of one of a plurality of photodetec-

tors.

[0008] Of the examples shown in Figure 8, an

35 example in which an imaging lens having a relatively

high spatial resolution is used will be particularly

described, with reference to Figure 8(b), which is a dia-

gram showing a configuration of an imaging receiver

and Figure 8{d), which is a diagram schematically

40 showing the spatial resolution of the imaging receiver of

Figure 8{b). in this case, the imaging lens is designed

so that an optical signal from any direction is converged

to a signal focusing plane. Therefore, an optical signal

incident to the imaging lens at a certain angle is

45 detected by a certain cell (and/or ceils in the vicinity of

the cell) of a monolithic photodetector array which out-

puts a signal in response to the incident optical signal.

The detected signal is amplified by a preamplifier array

subsequent to each celf. Of such detected signals, a

so Signal having the highest intensity is selectively proc-

essed so that signal sources having different angles

with respect to the imaging receiver can be separately

identified. In principle, an N-to-N simultaneous commu-
nication is possible.

55 [0009] However, there are various problems to be
overcome in order that the portable terminals are

directly incorporated into a high-speed LAN having a

random multiple access capability. One of the problems

2
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is that transmission and reception cannot be simultane-

ously conducted in the communication between the

portable terminals in conformity with the IrDA standard,

limiting the communication to a half-duplex communica-

tion. The major physical factor of such a problem is that

transceivers must be simple, small, and inexpensive

and therefore the transceivers cannot have a structure

for preventing transmitted light from diffracting and

returning to the transceivers that have transmitted the

light (e.g., a receiver and a transmitter are positioned at

a sufficient distance from each other).

[GG1Q] Further, in conventional optical wireless

LANs, optical transmission and reception may be con-

ducted using a signal optical channel {e.g., diffuse light

in a single wavelength band covers an entire network

area). Such communication is limited to one-way 14o-N

(broadcast) communication. Time division multiplexing

(TDM) is introduced to the communication, thereby

making it possible to conduct time division multiplex

access (TDMA), When a system interconnects a plural-

ity of terminals, it is difficult to significantly increase a

transmission rate between each terminal and the power

consumption of the whole system is increased- The sys-

tem may interconnect a plurality of terminals usrng a so-

called cellular communication system in which a net-

work space is divided into space cells using a plurality of

beams having a certain level of directionality. \n this

case, when TDMA is conducted in half-duplex commu-
nication, it must be verified that other terminals have

aiready conducted a communication, just before each

terminal starts communicating on the LAN. Such a veri-

fication procedure is called collision avoidance. Even

when the collision avoidance procedure is conducted, ff

a terminal in a bad communication state (hidden termi-

nal) exists within an area, a communication error may
occur.

[0011] Even when a code is assigned to each com-

munication channel (CDMA) or a carrier frequency is

assigned to each communication channel (FDMA), i.e.,

multiplexing using an electric circuit, a communication

capacity per user is limited. In this case, signal process-

ing is very complex, and the power consumption of the

whole system is inevitably increased. Even when CDMA
or FDMA is combined with the cellular communication

system in the LAN, simultaneous communication

among a plurality of terminals causes interference

among the signals. Therefore, the conventionally well-

known collision detection procedure is indispensable.

Therefore, a waiting time and an extra signal processing

are required for each terminal, so that it is difficult to pro-

vide a satisfactory high-speed LAN environment

[0012] However, in wavelength division multiple

access (WDMA) in which a communication wavelength

is assigned to each channel, multiple access can T in

principle, be simultaneously conducted in a diffuse link.

In this case, the wavelength of a light source of each

transmitter needs to be variable. Conversely, when a

light source of each transmitter has a constant wave-

length and a plurality of wavelength bands are used, a

receiver requires a bandpass fitter in which only single

wavelengths are selected from all of the wavelength

bands used in a link and a center wavelength of trans-

5 mission is variable. Such functions are not easily

achieved in a single device at iow cost. Accordingly, a

transmitter including a plurality of light sources each

having a constant wavelength and a receiver including a

plurality of filters each having constant bandpass char-

10 acteristics are required for each terminal, so that a prac-

tical system is not achieved.

[0013] The object of the present invention is to pro-

vide a high-speed and large-capacity LAN in which a

plurality of terminate can be simultaneously intercon-

15 nected without producing significant load on the termi-

nals and in which improved communication abilities

(longer distance or higher speed) of the terminals are

directly achieved, using the merits of the directed/line-

of-sight optical communication which is widespread for

20 use in portable terminals.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0014] According to the present invention, in a

25 transmitter-receiver unit of each terminal, a receiver

includes an optical fitter for cutting signal light from its

own transmitter. Space-division communication among
all of the terminals is conducted using an optical wire-

less hub having a space division capability. The wave-

30 length band of each light source of a mult^beam

transmitter of the optical wireless hub contains a spec-

trum component different from the spectrum compo-

nents of afl of the wavelength bands used by each

terminal. Thereby, a simultaneous and futl-dupiex mufti-

35 access LAN among a plurality of terminals performing

directed/line-of-sight communication is achieved. Also,

the speed of one-to-one directed communication

between terminals is increased as much as possible.

[0015] According to one aspect of the invention, an

40 optical wireless local area network for interconnecting a

plurality of terminals having a lineof-sight optica! com-

munication function is provided, in which a base station

including a light receiving function of an angle-diversity

type and a plurality of optical transmitters having direc-

45 tionaiity is provided and the plurality of optical transmit-

ters can separately perform intensity modulation.

Thereby, the above-described object is achieve.

[0016] A terminal alone may be accommodated in

each space cell corresponding to each of the plurality of

so optical transmitters.

[001 7] A far-field pattern of a Nght source of the opti-

cal transmitter may be satisfactorily approximated by a

generalized lambertian; a half intensity-angle of the

light source of each of the plurality of optical transmit-

55 ters with respect to an angle 9 of each space cell may
be given by <|)=Cx8 (C is constant) where C is in a

range from 0.70 to 1.00.

|0018] The base station may detect a communica-

3
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tion request optical signal transmitted from a terminal to

be communicated with the base station, and may notify

the terminal, of intensity data of the optical signal or

data of an optical signal/noise ratio,

[0019] The terminal may have a function of manu-

ally adjusting a direction of an optical transmitter-

receiver at a terminal side while recognizing the inten-

sity data of the optical signal or the data of the optical

signal/noise ratio transmitted from the base station.

[0020] Each terminal may include a transmitter hav-

ing one or a p^uratity of semiconductor lasers or light

emitting diodes having the same wavelength band as

that of light sources, and a photodetector having an

optical filter for selectively attenuating light transmitted

from the transmitter of the terminal

[0021 J A wavelength band of the light source of the

transmitter of each terminal may vary among the termi-

nals or applications.

[0022] A wavelength band of the fight sources of the

transmitters of the base station may have a spectrum

component different from that of the light source of each

terminal.

[0023] The optical wireless local area network may
include means for easily removing the optica! filter.

[0024] According to another aspect of the present

invention, an optica! wireless communication system for

use in an optical wireless local area network for inter-

connecting a plurality of terminals having a line-of-sight

optical communication function is provided, in which

communication is started by a procedure including: (a) a

base station including a light receiving function of an

angle-diversity type detecting a communication request

optical signal transmitted from each terminal; (b) the

base station comparing among a signal from each pho-

todetector receiving the communication request optical

signal, and selecting a photodetector having a highest

optical signal intensity or a highest optical signal/noise

intensity ratio, or calculating a highest optical sig-

nal/noise intensity ratio based on signals of a plurality of

photodetectors, and recognizmg space cells located in

each terminals; (c) the terminal being notified of inten-

sity data of the optical signal or data of an optical sig-

nal/noise ratio of the communication request signal from

an optical transmitter forming an optical space ceil cor-

responding to each terminal; (d) a direction of the opti-

cal transmitter-receiver of the terminal being manually

adjusted while recognizing the intensity data of the opti-

cal signal or the data of the optical signal/noise ratio;

and (e) a signal providing communication permission

being transmitted from the base station to the terminal

when the intensity data of the optical signal or the data

of the optical signal/noise ratio of the communication

request optical signal reaches a value allowing commu-
nication. Thereby, the above-described object is

achieved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025]

s Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing a local

area network according to the present invention.

Figure 2 is a top view showmg a configuration of

space cells produced by a multi-beam transmitter

10 according to the present invention.

Figure 3 is a diagram showing spectrum character-

istics of a transmitter-receiver unit of a terminal

according to Example 1 of the present invention.

15

Figure 4 Is a diagram showing spectrum character-

istics of beams of a mufti-beam transmitter accord-

ing to Example 1 of the present invention.

20 Figure 5 is a diagram showing spectrum character-

istics of a transmitter-receiver unit of a terminal

according to Example 2 of the present invention.

Figure 6A is an outside diagram of a card-type ter-

25 minal transmitter-receiver unit according to the

present invention.

Figure 68 Is an outside diagram of a port connec-

tion-type terminal, transmitter-receiver unit accord-

30 ing to the present invention.

Figure 7 is a diagram showing a variety of forms of

conventional opticaf wireless communication.

35 Figure 8 is a diagram used for explaining an angle-

diversity receiver.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

40 [0026) The present invention is based on IM/DD. In

examples of the present invention described below,

communication protocols or modulation/demodulation

systems are not described in detail. A detailed descrip-

tion is given of the operation of an entire LAN system.

45 The object of the present invention or the present inven-

tion itself is effective in any protocol or modula-

tion/demodulation system. In other words, effects of the

present invention can be obtained without depending on

any protocol or modulation/demodulation system.

so

(Example 1}

[0027] Figure 1 shows an entire LAN system

according to Example 1 of the present invention. The
55 LAN system of Example 1 includes an optical wireless

hub 100 provided on a ceiling, a portable terminal 110,

and a computer 111 such as a desktop computer, and a

printer 112. In Example 1, a card-type transmitter-

4
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receiver unit 114 is attached to the portable terminal

110, A card-type transmitter-receiver unit 116 is

attached to the printer 112, A port connection-type

transmitter-receiver 115 is attached to the computer

111. The card-type transmitter-receivers 114 and 116

and the port connection-type transmitter-receiver 115

each have an axis whose direction can be freeiy

changed. Structures of the transmitter-receivers 114

through 1 1 6 will be described later with reference to Fig-

ures 6A and 6B. The optica] wireless hub 100 includes

an imaging receiver 101 as a receiver. In Figure 1, the

transmitter-receivers 114 through 116 transmit beams
toward the imaging receiver 101. The beams are

respectively indicated by reference numerals 120, 121,

and 122.

[0028] Figure 2 shows space cells formed by the

respective beams of a multi-beam transmitter 102 which

is a transmitter of the optical wireless hub 100, the

space cells being viewed from directly above. The size

of each cell is determined by the directional angle of

each beam of the multi-beam transmitter 102 and the

height of the ceiling. In Figure 2, the space cells corre-

sponding to the respective terminals 110, 111, and 112

are indicated by reference numerals 210, 211, and 212.

The diameter of each of the space cells 210, 211, and

212 is about 1 m. in Figure 1, the beams forming the

space cells 210, 211, and 212 are indicated by refer-

ence numerals 220, 221, and 222, respectively.

[0029] Hereinafter, the optical wireless hub 100 and

the space division multiplexing will be described. The
imaging receiver 101 which is the receiver of the optical

wireless hub 100 includes at least: an imaging lens

including a plurality of lenses combined with each other

as described with respect to the conventional tech-

niques; an array provided on the focal plane of the imag-

ing lens, in which a silicon pin PD is integrated with a

monolithic; a low noise preamplifier array connected to

each cell in the array; and a multiplexer for conducting

signal processing such as calculating a signal/noise

ratio (SNR) for an individual signal of each cell and com-
paring SNRs among each cell, and for determining a

ceh which will be used for signal reception from a certain

terminal. Further, the multi-beam transmitter 102

requires a driver dedicated to the tight source of each
beam so that individual signals can be simultaneously

transmitted to all of the space cells. The optical wireless

hub 100 requires a driver circuit interconnected with

both the imaging receiver 101 and the multi-beam trans-

mitter 102. The driver circuit requires a multiplexer for

providing instructions such as establishment or media-

tion, link management, and timing control of communi-
cation among a plurality of terminals while taking into

account temporary storage of data, instruction

requests, and the like.

[0030] The spatial (angle) resolution of the imaging

receiver 101 is preferably higher than spatial resolution

determined by the sizes of the space cells 210 through

212, i.e,, the beams 220 through 222 of the muJthbeam

transmitter 102. As described with respect to the con-

ventional techniques, a certain ceil in the PD array,

which is determined by an angle which the imaging

receiver 101 and incident signal light attain, and the

5 above-described space cell formed by a beam emitted

from the multi-beam transmitter 102 in a direction sub-

stantially equal to the direction of the incident signal

light must have a one-to-one correspondence in

advance. The above-described correspondence should

io be determined as an inherent property of the optical

wireless hub 100 in advance.

[0031] In Example 1, the size (a thick solid line) of

each space cell is determined based on the beam direc-

tional angle of the multi-beam transmitter 102 r the

15 height of the ceiling, the position of the space ceil, and

the minimum reception sensitivity of the terminal

receiver. The imaging receiver 101 of the optical wire-

less hub 100 typically has a higher spatial resolution.

When the size of a space cell rs sufficient to accommo-
20 date only one terminal, an existing IrDA terminal can be

incorporated into a local area network which guaran-

tees a high level of throughput at low cost and low power

consumption without requiring another electric multi-

plexing technique, in this case, the effects of the present

25 invention can be maximally obtained. The size of an

overlapped region is appropriately determined based

on the calculated or measured bit error rate, even

though depending on the size of a dead zone tolerable

for the network. As for the spatial positions of the multi-

30 pie beams, the multiple beams may be a plurality of con-

centric circles, or alternatively, the multiple beams may
be provided directly under the transmitter 102 (a thin

solid Jine).

[0032] A preferred example of a light source having

35 a generalized lambertian far-field pattern used as a light

source of the multi-beam transmitter will be described

below. More preferably, an angle of a space cell is given

by 8=arctan(R/D) , where R is the radius of a space cell

accommodating only one terminal, and D is the dis-

40 tance from the multi-beam transmitter to a point at

which the radiant intensity of the multi-beam transmitter

reaches a peak in a space cell. D is changed depending

on a maximum possible range for communication which

is designated by a user utilizing the present invention.

45 The radius R is evaluated on a plane which includes a

terminal and is normal to a line connected between the

multi-beam transmitter and the point at which the radi-

ant intensity of the multi-beam transmitter reaches a

peak in a space cell. The radius R is appropriately

50 selected in a range which is regarded as an optimal

range by a user utilizing the present invention.

[0033] In this case, it is difficult to optimize the celi

positions and the settings of the light output of the trans-

mitter in order to obtain as large a coverage area as

55 possible while taking into account interference between

the overlapping adjacent space cells. Theoretical and

experimental studies which the inventors of the present

invention have conducted have demonstrated that a

5
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Sight output required for a muiti-beam transmitter is min-

imized in a communication distance which is typically

used in a network environment of a typical small office

space or a home space under a more general condition

of (j> given by d)=CxO (C is constant), where q> is the half-

angle of a light source of a muits-beam transmitter form-

ing each space eel] and C is selected in the range from

0.70 to 1-00.

[0034] Specifically, communication was simultane-

ously conducted among a plurality of channels where
the transmission distance D~1G0 to 500 cm and corre-

spondingly the cell radius R=20 to 100 cm. Meanwhile,

the bit error rates of a down link with respect to various

half-angles $ were evaluated and studied. As a result,

the constant C that achieved a large coverage area

while minimizing power consumption was in the range

from about 0.80 to about 0.90. It was found that a pref-

erable haif-angle of the light source of the multi-beam

transmitter was obtained when C was in such a range.

{0035] Note that the above-described result was
obtained when the radius R is defined in the plane that

includes a terminal and is normal to a line connected

between a muiti-beam transmitter and the point at which

the, radiant intensity of the multi-beam transmitter

reaches a peak in a space cell. When the multi-beam

transmitter is provided on a ceifing as in Example 1, a

space cell on the peripheral portion of the piane on

which the terminal exists is enlarged by an angle from

the multi-beam transmitter. In this case, to obtain an

optimal state, a relatively small § is assigned to the

peripheral portion, while a relatively large <|> is assigned

to space cells directly under the multi-beam transmitter.

For communication distances in a network environment

of a typical small office space or a home space including

all of the above-described cases, if C is designated in

the range from 0.70 to 1.00, a down link system is sim-

ply constructed by designating the geometry of radiant

intensity peak positions of space cells. Such a simple

design is effective in practical use.

[0036] Next, a spectrum characteristic of a transmit-

ter-receiver of a terminal will be described. The iight

sources of the beams 120 through 122 from transmit-

ters of the terminals 110 through 112 shown in Figure 1

are Fabry-Perot iaser diodes (LDs) of AIGaAs having a

wavelength band from 780 to 850 nm. The receivers of

the terminals 110 through 112 are silicon pin photodi-

odes (PDs). Band-cut filters are provided around the

PDs to prevent light emitted from the LDs from being dif-

fracted and returned to the PDs in the same terminals

(see Figure 5). The band-cut filters have reflectance

which is selectively high with respect to the wavelength

of the light emitted from the LDs.

[0037] Figure 3 shows light intensity spectra of the

transmitters and reflection spectra of the band-cut filter

included in the receivers, of the transmitter-recervers

114 through 116 of the respective terminals 110 through

112. Specifically, the wavelength of the LD in the trans-

mitter of the transmitter-receiver unit 114 included in the

portable terminal 110 is 780 nm. The center wavelength

of the band-cut filter in the receiver thereof is also set to

780 nm. The bandwidth of light cut is about 10 nm. The

band having a width of 10 nm centered at 780 nm is

5 referred to as the wavelength band used in the portable

terminal 110. Similarly, the wavelength used in the

transmitter-receiver unit 115 of the computer 111 is set

to 800 nm, and the wavelength used in the transmitter-

receiver unit 116 of the printer 112 is set to 820 nm.

70 [0038] The band-cut filter can be made of a planar

dielectric multi-layer film. The center wavelength, band-

width, reflectance, and the like of the band-cut filter can

be set to desired values by appropriately designating

materials, the number of the materials, the thickness of

15 each layer, repeating patterns, and the like. A problem

with the planar dielectric multi-layer film is that since the

optical path length is changed with the incident angle of

light, the center wavelength as well as the incident angle

of the light is shifted. However, in the present invention

20 it is assumed that the transmission and reception of light

together form iine-of-sight communication having as

high a level of directionality as used in communication

among portable terminals. Therefore, the above-

described influence of an angle shift can be sufficiently

26 reduced, and the planar dielectric multi-layer film is suf-

ficient for practical use. Needless to say in Figure 3 T the

wider the bandwidth of light cut by the band-cut filter, the

less the influence of noise due to sun light, fluorescent

lamps, incandescent lamps, or the like.

30 [0039J As described above, in each terminal, a

receiver includes a filter for cutting signal light emitted

from its own transmitter. Each terminal performs com-
munication via the optical wireless hub 100 employing a

transmission iight source including a spectrum compo-
35 nent of a wavelength different from that used in the ter-

minals 110 through 112. This allows full-duplex

communication. The space multiplexing allows each ter-

minal to achieve multiple access in the LAN. Further, if

the wavelengths used by the terminals are different from

40 each other, one-to-one full-duplex communication

between the terminals as well as a simultaneous link

among a plurality of terminals can be achieved. Note

that a wavelength used in each terminal and a relation-

ship between the wavelength and the spectra of the

45 beams 220 through 222 of the multi-beam transmitter

102 will be described in detail after describing the oper-

ation of the entire LAN system of Example 1.

[0040] The operation of the entire LAN system in

accordance with instructions will be described. The
so instructions are: data is transferred from the portable

terminal 110 to the computer 111; the data is added to

a shared file; and the result is output via the printer 112.

The communication between the terminals 110 through

112 and the optica! wireless hub 100 is conducted via

55 the directional beams shown in Figure 1 or 2. Hereinaf-

ter, such communication is simply described as "trans-

mission from A to B'
1

or the like if does not need to be

particularly specified.

6
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[0041] An optical axis adjuster on which the trans-

mitter-receiver unit 114 of the portable terminal 110 is

visually and manually adjusted with respect to the opti-

ca! wireless hub 100. Light sources have a directional

half angle of about ±15° which allows easy axis align- 5

ment in addition, the light sources achieve eye safety in

conformity with the class I of the international standard

1EC6G825-1. To this end, the diameter of emitted light

from the light sources is enlarged to 4.5 mm using

lenses and diffuse plates. The tolerable maximum out- iq

puts of the light sources are designated to 58 mW. Such

outputs have a sufficient level of power to cause a bit

error rate to be 10 to the power of -8 or less in a one-to-

one communication where the transmission distance is

3 m and the communication rate is 100 Mbps. In this 75

case, it is assumed that the quantum efficiency of the

silicon pin PD is 0.7, and the radius of effective received

light is 7.5 mm,

[0042] When a communication request is transmit-

ted via the beam 120 from the transmitter of the porta- 20

ble terminal 110 to the optical wireless hub 100, the

imaging receiver 101 (receiver) of the optical wireless

hub 100 receives the communication request and, as

descnbed above, can recognize that the communication

request is a signal transmitted from the space cell 21 0 in 25

which the portable terminal 110 is located. The optical

wireless hub 100 transmits a communication acknowl-

edgement signal via the beam 220 providing the space

cell 210 in which the portable terminal 110 is located,

among the beams of the multi-beam transmitter 102, in 30

order to give a communication acknowledgement to the

portable terminal 1 1 0. In this case, when the optical axis

alignment of the transmitter-receiver unit 114 of the

portable terminal 110 is insufficient so that the imaging

receiver 101 cannot receive the above-described com- 35

munication request, i.e., the beam 120, it cannot be rec-

ognized that axis alignment is achieved in the portable

terminal 110 according to the fact that the portable ter-

minal 110 has transmitted the communication request,

but after being ready for a given period of time has not 40

transmitted the above-described communication

acknowledgement. Therefore, a user again performs

optical axis alignment visually and manually. However,

when the beam 120 transmitted from the transmitter-

receiver unit 114 of the portable terminal 110 is permit- 45

ted to have a directional naif angle of about ±15° and

the transmission distance is 3 m, the precision of the

axis alignment is about ±70 cm and a complex function,

such as automatic tracking, is not required.

[0043] Next, the operation of the optical wireless so

hub 100 when a link is established wiJI be described. It

is assumed that optical axis alignment of the transmit-

ter-receiver unit 114 is achieved where the imaging

receiver 101 can receive a signal, but the signal/noise

ratio (SNR) thereof is insufficient The optical wireless 55

hub 100 can transmit data, which represents increases

or decreases in the intensity of light received (or SNR)
by the imaging receiver 101, to the portable terminal

110 in real time using the mufti-beam transmitter 102

(such a communication does not require a high bit rate).

Therefore, a user of the transmitter-receiver unit 114

can adjust the optical axis of the transmitter-receiver

unit 114 to obtain the optimal direction of the optical axis

so that the intensity of the received light (or SNR) is

maximized based on the above-described data. The

optical wireless hub 100 transmits a signal representing

completion of the above-described link establishment

procedure to the portable terminal 110 when the optical

wireless hub 100 determines that a sufficient SNR for

communication is achieved.

[0044] After completion of the above-described

one-to-one link establishment, the portable terminal 110

requests the optical wireless hub 100 to execute the

above-described instruction. In this case, the portable

terminal 110 transmits to the optical wireless hub 100

data to be added to a file in the computer 1 1 1 , a request

for data addition to an application file in the computer

111, a request for transmission of the data resulting

from the addition, to the optical wireless hub 100, and a

request that the data resulting from the addition which

has been transmitted to the optical wireless hub 100 is

transmitted and output from the optical wireless hub 100

to the printer 112. Such instructions are temporarily

stored in a memory of the optical wireless hub 100 and

thereafter executed sequentially. For the sake of sim-

plicity, it is assumed that optical axis alignment and link

establishment between the optical wireless hub 100 and

each of the computer 111 and the printer 112 have been

already conducted, if optical axis alignment of a fixed

terminal has been once conducted using the above-

described procedure, no subsequent alignment is

required. A plurality of the above-described link estab-

lishments can be conducted simultaneously.

[0045] Next, the optical wireless hub 100 searches

the computer 111 using the multi-beam transmitter 102.

In the search, in contrast to when the above-described

jink is established, the multi-beam transmitter 102 trans-

mits communication requests to all of the cells. In this

case, using a procedure similar to that used when the

above-described optical axis alignment is conducted,

communication between each terminal (computer 111

and printer 112) and the optical wireless hub 100 is con-

ducted so that a content held in the terminal is recog-

nized. Specifically, a terminal having an address

requested by the above-described instruction is

searched. Alternatively, when an address is not

assigned in advance, a terminal having a file or data

requested is searched. After such a terminal has been

found, the instruction is sequentially executed. Specifi-

cally, data from the portable terminal 110 is added to a

corresponding application file in the computer 111. The

data resulting from the addition is transmitted from the

computer 111 to the optical wireless hub 100. The data

resulting from the addition which has been transmitted

to the optical wireless hub 100 is transmitted and output

from the optical wireless hub 100 to the printer 112, All

7
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of the processes discussed so far can be simultane-

ously conducted in parallel in the full-duplex communi-

cation using wavelength multiplexing along with space

multiplexing, which are described rn detail later. There-

lore, even when requesting communication, if a terminal 5

has conducted communication in a network, it is possi-

ble to achieve a satisfactory network environment,

unlike conventional optical wireless LANs in which a

given waiting time is required.

[0046] \n Example 1 ,
only three terminals constitute 10

a LAN. In the LAN, each terminal does not receive its

own signal light, and conducts communication using a

light source having a spectrum component different

from a wavelength band. Therefore, a full-duplex multi-

ple access LAN is obtained. When the number of termi- is

nals is increased, the one-to-one communication form

between each terminal needs to be available in order to

avoid the overlapping of the wavelength used in each

terminal as long as each terminal has the above-

described filter, 20

[0047] Therefore, in Example 1, all of the terminals

employ LDs having different wavelengths as transmitter

light sources at the terminal sides. It is assumed that the

transmitter light sources are limited to AiGaAs LDs (780

nm through 850 nm). Even when an interval between 25

each wavelength channel is 10 nm using a band-cut fil-

ter having a bandwidth (10 nm) simitar to Example 2, 8

wavelength channels can be provided, in this case, the

maximum number of terminals that are connected to a

LAN of Example 1 and can conduct one-to-one full- so

duplex communication with each other is 8.

[0048] When each terminal employs an LD as a

transmitter light source, a line width is well below 1 nm.

An interval between each of the above-described wave-

length channels is determined by a narrow bandwidth of 35

the band-cut filter. As described above, as for the filter,

the tolerable range of an angle shift from the optical axis

does not need to be significantly increased. Alterna-

tively, the filter may be combined with a condenser

employing a parabolic plane or the filter may be pro- 40

vided on a curvature so that the band cut width is

reduced to 5 nm or less and the wavelength channels

are spaced at an interval of 5 nm. Therefore, 15 chan-

nels can be provided between 780 to 850 nm. When an

AIGainP red color LD (630 to 680 nm) which is presently 45

put into practical use and an InGaAs/AIGaAs LD {980

nm) are used, 14 channels can be provided if the wave-

length channels are spaced at an interval of 10 nm or 26

channels can be provided if the wavelength channels

are spaced at an interval of 5 nm while an inexpensive 50

silicon pin-PD is still used in a receiver. Aiternativeiy, in

order to achieve a longer-range and a hyper high-speed

link 1 a combination of an LD of InP/lnGaAsP or

GaAs/GalnNAs having a long wavelength band from

about 1.2 to about 1.6 ju.m and a PD of Ge or inGaAs 55

may be employed. Up to this point, the Fabry-Perot

semiconductor laser has been described as an exam-

ple. For any of the above-described materials, a distrib-

uted feedback Easer or a distributed reflection laser may
be employed. Further, when pianar light emitting iasers

are provided in an array, a diameter of the emitted light

can be effectively increased.

[0049j Next, a relationship between a wavelength

band used by a light source of the multi-beam transmit-

ter 102 and a wavelength band used by each terminal

will be described. The number of beams from the multi-

beam transmitter 102 is equal to the number of ceils

dividing a space. The direction of each beam is fixed.

An angle that the ceiling and the beam attain may be

adjustable, but the angle is fixed during communication.

Each beam may be emitted from a light source having a

different wavelength band. Preferably, a single wave-

length band is basically employed in view of the cost or

the simplicity of a system. However, when a network

space is occupied by cells, leaving no space, the cells

overlap with one another. Further, in this case, light

sources having different wavelength bands are

employed for adjacent cells. This configuration is con-

ventionally well known and is called wavelength multi-

plex communication. The size and overlap of each cell

can be appropriately designated in view of a tolerable

bit error rate for communication in a LAN.

[0050] In any case, the light beam sources of the

multi-beam transmitter 102 need to include spectrum

components having a sufficient intensity different from

wavelength bands used in each terminal (110 through

112). Figure 4 shows an example of a desired spectrum

of a light source of the multi-beam transmitter 102 emit-

ting a beam corresponding to each space cell, when
each terminal (110 through 112) employs the wave-

length band shown in Figure 3, In Figure 4, a solid line

indicates the case where LDs are employed as light

sources of the multi-beam transmitter 102. Dashed lines

indicate the case where one or a plurality of LEDs are

employed as light sources of the multi-beam transmitter

102. A^l of the beams may be emitted from either of the

LD and LED, or may be emitted from other light sources.

[0051] When the light sources of the beams 220

through 222 from the multi-beam transmitter 102 are

LDs, as in each terminal, \X is easy to select a wave-

length band while avoiding that employed in each termi-

nal In down iink transmission from the optical wireless

hub 100, LDs have an advantage that high-speed mod-
ulation can be performed in the bandwidth of 1 GHz or

more, as compared to LEDs having a modulation band-

width of several tens of MHz. When the light sources of

the beams 220 through 222 from the multi-beam trans-

mitter 102 are LEDs in which a spectrum of several tens

of nm has a full width at half maximum, the LDs have an

advantage that for a terminal having the LD as a light

source and a band-cut filter for cutting a narrow band of

about 10 nm or less, a small portion of such a broad

spectrum is cut off, thereby making it easy to design a

system. Further, in this case, when LEDs having a plu-

rality of peak wavelengths are provided to obtain a

broad spectrum of 200 nm or more for a space cell, it is

8
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easier to cause the beams 220 through 222 to contain a

sufficient intensity of spectrum component different

from the spectrum components of the wavelength band

that employed in each terminal (110 through 112).

[0052] As described above, in the present inven-

tion, any communication can be conducted in fufl-

duplex, so that a procedure for communication such as

request and acknowledgement and actual communica-

tion can be conducted among a plurality of terminals

simultaneously. Therefore, the throughput of a LAN is

significantly increased as compared with conventional

LANs, and a satisfactory network environment wrthout a

waiting time can be achieved.

[0053] As is apparent from the above description,

the optical wireless hub 100 includes a wide variety of

functions, such as searching and recognition of each

terminal, transmission and reception of data and estab-

lishment of a link between each terminal, management
of links simultaneously generated, and temporary stor-

age of data. With such an intelligent hub, when the opti-

cal transmitter-receiver of a terminal has a long range or

a high speed, which will be achieved by conventional

development, a plurality of terminals can have a multiple

access capability without a load in each terminal. When
the wavelengths used between each terminal is differ-

ent from each other, full-duplex communication can be

achieved in one-to-one directed communication among
terminals connectable to the LAN.

[0054] As described above, with the present inven-

tion using a laser diode as a light source of a terminal

transmitter, a hyper h^gh-speed and large capacity wire-

less LAN for portable terminals can be constructed in

which the number of channels can be increased, a

transmission rate is potentially increased, and an

improvement in communication ability in the terminals

can be directly achieved.

{Example 2)

[0055] In Example 1 , an LD is employed as the light

source of the transmitter of a terminal. However, the LD
may have an unnecessarily large communication

capacity in a small office or home having a small

number of people. In such an environment, an inexpen-

sive LED may be employed as the light source of the

optical transmitter of a terminal instead of the relatively

expensive LD so that the cost of the entire LAN system

can be reduced at the expense of a reduction in the

number of channels. Hereinafter, Example 2 of the

present invention W\U be described with reference to the

accompanying drawings. In the foliowmg description,

the same figures and reference numerals as used in

Example 1 are used unless otherwise indicated.

[0056] LEDs are employed as the light sources of

the transmitters of the terminals 110 through 112. For

this reason, which major component needs to be

changed significantly from Example 1 is the band-cut fil-

ter which is provided in the receiver of a terminal so as

to prevent light emitted from the transmitter of the termi-

nal from being diffracted and returned thereto and

which has a high level of reflectance selectively with

respect to a wavelength close to the wavelength of the

5 light source emitting the light,

[0057] Figure 5 shows a spectrum characteristic of

a transmitter-receiver unit of a terminal according to

Example 2 of the present invention. Similar to Figure 3,

Figure 5 shows wavelength spectra of the light sources

w of a terminal 1(11 0), a terminal 2 (111), and a terminal

3 (112) for 3 wavelength channels, and reflectance

spectra of the band-cut filters included in the receivers

of the terminals 1 , 2, and 3. The bandwidth to be cut off

is enlarged by changing the structure of a dielectric

15 multi-layer film In accordance with the light source of

each terminal. Specifically, LEDs included in the termi-

nals 1, 2, and 3 have wavelength bands centered at

around 800 nm, 870 nm, and 950 nm, respectively, and

each have a full width of about 40 nm at half maximum.
20 The bandwidth of the filters for cutting the respective

spectra is about 50 nm. Therefore, the wavelength

bands of the terminals 1, 2, and 3 are spectra having a

bandwidth of about 50 nm centered at around 800 nm
r

870 nm, and 950 nm, respectively.

25 [0058] The relationship between spectra shown in

Figure 5, i.e., designation of a bandwidth to be cut off by

a filter and an interval between wavelength channels, is

not employed for multiple access using typical wave-

length multiplexing. The relationship shown in Figure 5

30 has an object to obtain full-duplex communication by

reducing a signal emitted from the transmitter of a termi-

nal and returned thereto to a level much less than that

of a signaf received from another transmitter, le., a

multi-beam transmitter. It should be noted that multi-

35 plexing is conducted by space multiplexing. As
described in Example 1, the number of wavelength

channels means the maximum number of terminals

which are simultaneously connected to a LAN accord-

ing to Example 1 and which can perform one-to-one full-

40 duplex communication between each terminal.

[0059] The number of wavelength channels should

be determined based on the design of the internal struc-

ture of a transmitter-receiver of a terminal whose direc-

tional angle and internal reflection are taken into

45 account, the design and fabrication technique of a

band-cut filter, and a communication distance and a

communication rate required in SNR evaluation in which

a signal emitted from a terminal and returned thereto is

regarded as a noise source for the terminal. In an exper-

50 imental example where substantially the same commu-
nication form as used in a conventional IrDA terminal

was employed, and a peeking circuit which enables

high-speed modulation was applied to an LED and a

PD, the relationship shown in Figure 5 needed to be

55 substantially satisfied in order to achieve full-duplex

communication at a communication distance of 1 m, at

a communication rate of 100 Mbps, and at a one-to-one

link. More preferably, the cut width of a band-cut filter is

9
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increased, in the LAN system of the present invention, a

band to be modulated is preferably shifted in order not

to affect communication between devices {e.g., a

remote control for a TV) using an infrared ray which are

located in the area but are not related to the LAN.

[0060] Further, Example 2 shows the case where

the light source of a transmitter is made of AIGaAs and

the detector of a receiver is a silicon pin-PD. Similar to

Example 1 , a system can be extended using a variety of

materials.

[0061] Next, a light source of a multi-beam transmit-

ter will be described, Similar to Example 1, preferably*

each of the light sources providing the beams 220
through 222 and the like corresponding to the respec-

tive space cells basically includes one or a plurality of

LEDs having a single wavelength band in view of the

cost or the simplicity of the system. In this case, any one
of the beams 220 through 222 and the like of the multi-

beam transmitter 102 needs to include a spectrum com-
ponent having a wavelength band different from that

used in each terminal and a sufficient intensity. In

Example 2, however, since the transmitters of the termi-

nals employ LEDs as light sources, a wavelength band

is substantially occupied by the transmitters of the ter-

minals, in contrast with Example 1 , the number of termi-

nals used is advantageously Increased when the light

sources of the multi-beam transmitter 102 are LDs hav-

ing a signal wavelength band. Similar to Figure 4 illus-

trating Example 1, the above-described requirements

can be satisfied when a very broad spectrum is

achieved by combining LEDs having different peak
wavelengths for each space cell. These cases are eas-

ily understood from Figures 3, 4, and 5. No additional

figure is provided for explaining these cases.

[0062] As described above, in the present inven-

tion, any communication can be conducted in full-

duplex, so that a procedure for communication, such as

request and acknowledgement and actual communica-
tion can be conducted among a plurality of terminals

simultaneously. Therefore, the throughput of a LAN is

significantly increased as compared with conventional

LANs, and a satisfactory network environment without a

waiting time can be achieved.

[0063] As is apparent from the above description,

the optical wireless hub 100 includes a wide variety of

functions, such as searching and recognition of each
terminal, transmission and reception of data and estab-

lishment of a link between each terminal, management
of links simultaneously generated, and temporary stor-

age of data. With such an intelligent hub, when the opti-

cal transmitter-receiver of a terminal has a long range or

high speed, which will be achieved by conventional

development, a plurality of terminals can have a multiple

access capability without a load in each terminal. When
a wavelength used between each terminal is different

from each other, full-duplex communication can be

achieved in one-to-one directed communication among
terminals connectable to the LAN.

[0064] As described above, with the present inven-

tion using a laser diode as a light source of a terminal

transmitter, a hyper high-speed and large capacity wire-

less LAN for portable terminals can be constructed in

5 which an improvement in communication ability in the

terminals can be directly achieved. Such a LAN is rela-

tively inexpensive and well suited for small offices or

homes.

10 {Example 3)

[0065] In addition to the situations described in

Example 1 or 2, the case where terminals employing

light sources (LDs or LEDs) transmitting light of the

15 same wavelength band are located in an area will be

described as Example 3.

[0066] Such a situation may emerge when a similar

terminal is newly introduced to a LAN which has been

previously constructed. In the LAN of the present inven-

20 tion, no problem arise. This is because bi-directionai

communication is conducted via ar? optica! wireless hub,

where light sources of a multi-beam transmitter have a

wavelength band which can be received by all of the ter-

minals, and recognition of each terminal is conducted

25 by space division by an imaging receiver. However, ter-

minals employing LDs or LEDs having the same wave-

length band still cannot perform one-to-one directed

communication with each other. Therefore, problems

are avoided by using a removable band-cut fifter

30 included in the transmitter of a terminal.

[0067] Figure 6A shows an example of a card-type

transmitter-receiver unit 400 , Figure 6B shows an

exampie of a port connection-type transmitter-receiver

unit 400. As shown in either of Figure 6A or 6B, the

35 transmitter-receiver unit 400 includes a transmitter 401

and a receiver 402, and a band-cut filter 403 is provided

outside the transmitter-receiver unit 400.

[0068] As to the size of the transmitter-receiver unit

400, a plate shape of about 2 cm x 2 cm has been real-

40 ized even in a current transmitter-receiver included

mside a terminal. In Figure 6A, the previously provided

band-cut filter 403 is removed from the receiver 402
adjacent the transmitter 401, Alternatively, the band-cut

filter 403 may not be removed, but the angie of the

45 band-cuf filter 403 may be changed so that a detector is

not shielded. The filter may be a combination of a plural-

ity of plates, or may be in the shape of a hemisphere

which surrounds a detector, as shown in Figure 6B.

[0069] Further, as shown in Figure 6B, preferably,

50 the hemispherical filter may not be removed, but may be

pivoted around an axis so that the filter can be removed

from the PD. The reasons why a terminal can receive

external signal light having the same wavelength band

as that used in the terminal and communication is lim-

55 ited to half-duplex communication has been described

with respect to the conventional techniques. A one-to-

one communication form in the state where the band-

cut filter 403 is removed is a current communication

10
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form between IrDA terminals. Therefore, when an opti-

cal transmitter-receiver included in a terminal having the

above-described removable filter and a card or port

adapter is incorporated into a conventional IrDA termi-

nal, such a terminal can be very easily connected to a 5

wireless LAN for the hyper high-speed and large capac-

ity line-of-sight optical communication terminal of the

present invention.

[0070] When the optical transmitters of all terminals

have LEDs having a wavelength band of around 850 nm w
(the spectrum has intensity in the wavelength range

from about 800 to 1000 nm) as light sources and the

receivers of all of the terminals have silicon pin-PDs,

similar to a current IrDA terminal, the following configu-

ration is provided as a most preferred example where 15

the plurality of terminals are simultaneously connected

to the LAN of the present invention. Specifically, LDs all

having a wavelength band of around 780 nm are

employed as light sources of the multi-beam transmitter

102. Such LDs are the most inexpensive LDs that are 20

widely used as iight sources for reading or writing data

front or to existing recording media such as CDs, CD-
ROMs, IvlOs, and MDs. An optical filter which is

included in the receiver of a terminal and which selec-

tively attenuates a signal emitted from the terminal is 25

not necessarily the band-cut filter having a relatively

narrow band as described in Example 1 or 2. An optica!

filter having a so-called short bus filter characteristic

wNch has a transmittance of almost 100% with respect

to a wavelength of 780 nm and a reflectance of almost 30

100% with respect to a longer wavelength band at least

including the range from 790 to 1000 nm is sufficient.

[0071] As is apparent from the above description of

Examples 1 and 3, when various types of transmitter-

receivers of the terminais are combined, i,e, a plurality 35

of terminals having light sources such as LDs or LEDs
and filters of various bandwidths are provided in the

same LAN, LAN connection and one-to-one directed

communication can be achieved. Therefore, a very flex-

ible LAN which allows directed/line-of-sight communica- 40

tion technology to be progressed can be achieved.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0072J As described above, according to the space- 45

division multiplex focal area network of the present

invention, the following advantages are obtained:

(1) the longer-distance directed/iine-of-sight com-
munication for use in a portable terminal allows a 50

network environment in which simultaneous multi-

ple access and full-duplex communication are con-

ducted among the above-described terminals, and

full-duplex communication even in one-to-one

directed communication between each terminal 55

connectable to the network is possible;

(2) the longer-range directed/line-of-sight commu-

nication for use in a portable terminal allows a net-

work environment in which simultaneous multiple

access and full-duplex communication are con-

ducted among the above-described terminals;

(3) the longer-range directed/iine-of-sight commu-
nication for use in a portable terminal allows a net-

work environment in which simultaneous multiple

access and full-duplex communication are con-

ducted among the above-described terminals, so

that the problem with wavelength band in directed

communication between each terminal can be

avoided;

(4) the optical transmitter-receiver allows a terminal

having a conventional optical communication func-

tion to be connected to the above-described hyper

high-speed and large capacity wireless LAN for

portable terrmnafs; and

(5) terminals having various types of transmitter-

receiver exist in the same LAN, whereby a very flex-

ible LAN which allows directed/lme-of-sight commu-
nication technology to be progressed, i.e., high-

speed and a long distance, can be achieved.

Claims

1- 7\.n opticaf wireless local area network for intercon-

necting a plurality of terminals having a line-of-sight

optical communication function, wherein:

a base station including a light receiving func-

tion of an angle-diversity type and a plurality of

optical transmitters having directionality is pro-

vided and the plurality of optical transmitters

can separately perform intensity modulation.

2. An optical wireless local area network according to

ciaim 1, wherein a terminal alone is accommodated
in each space cell corresponding to each of the plu-

rality of optical transmitters,

3. An optical wireless locat area network according to

claim 1 or 2, wherein; a far-field pattern of a light

source of the optical transmitter is satisfactorily

approximated by a generalized lambertian; a half

intensity-angle
<f>

of the light source of each of the

plurality of optical transmitters with respect to an

angle 0 of each space cell is given by (|)=Cx9 (C Is

constant) where C is in a range from 0.70 to 1.00.

4. An optical wireless local area network according to

claim 1, 2, or 3
5
wherein the base station detects a

communication request opticaf signal transmitted

from a terminal to be communicated with the base

station, and notifies the terminal of intensity data of

the optical signal or data of an optical signal/noise

11
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ratio.

5. An optical wireless focal area network according to

claim 4, wherein the terminal has a function of man-

ually adjusting a direction of an optical transmitter- 5

receiver at a terminal side while recognizing the

intensity data of the optical signal or the data of the

optical signal/noise ratio transmitted from the base

station.

10

6. An optical wireless local area network according to

claim 1, 2
r
or 3, wherein each terminal includes a

transmitter having one or a plurality of semiconduc-

tor lasers or light emitting diodes having the same
wavelength band as that of light sources, and a is

photodetector having an optical filter for selectively

attenuating light transmitted from the transmitter of

the terminal.

7. An optical wireiess local area network according to 20

claim 8, wherem a wavelength band of the light

source of the transmitter of each terminal varies

among the terminals or applications.

8. An optical wireless local area network according to 25

claim 7
S
wherein a wavelength band of the light

sources of the transmitters of the base station has

a spectrum component different from that of the

light source of each terminal.

30

9. An optical wireiess local area network according to

claim 6, 7, or 8, comprising means for easily remov-

ing the opticaf filter.

10. An optical wireless communication system for use 35

in an optical wireless local area network for inter-

connecting a plurality of terminals having a line-of-

sight optical communication function, wherein com-
munication is started by a procedure including:

40

(a) a base station including a light receiving

function of an angle-diversity type detecting a

communication request optical signal transmit-

ted from each terminal;

(b) the base station comparing among a s*gnaf 45

from each photodetector receiving the commu-
nication request optical signal, and selecting a

photodetector having a highest optical signal

intensity or a highest optical signal/noise inten-

sity ratio, or calculating a highest optical sig- 50

nal/notse intensity ratio based on signals of a

plurality of photodetectors, and recognizing

space cells located in each terminals;

(c) the terminal being notified of intensity data

of the optical signal or data of an optical sig- ss

nal/noise ratio of the communication request

signal from an optical transmitter forming an

optical space cell corresponding to each termi-

nal;

(d) a direction of the optical transmitter-receiver

of the terminal being manually adjusted white

recognizing the intensity data of the optical sig-

nal or the data of the optical signal/noise ratio;

and

(e) a signal providing communication permis-

sion being transmitted from the base station to

the terminal when the intensity data of the opti-

cal signal or the data of the optical signal/noise

ratio of the communication request optical sig-

nal reaches a value allowing communication.
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